The South Pole Acoustic Test Setup (SPATS) consists of four strings instrumented with seven acoustic sensors and transmitters each, which are deployed in the upper 500 m of the IceCube holes. Since end of August 2008 SPATS is operating in transient mode, where three sensor channels of each string, located at three different depth levels, are used for triggered data taking within the 10 to 100 kHz frequency range. This allows to reconstruct the position of the source of acoustic signals in the antarctic ice with high precision. Acoustic signals from re-freezing IceCube holes are identified. All detected acoustic events seen are associated to sources caused by human activities at the South Pole [1] . Further, the sensitive volume for ν interactions outside the IceCube instrumented area has been determined by simulation and a flux limit for high energy neutrinos was derived. 
Vertex reconstruction
The reconstruction of acoustic transient events is based on the solution of the idealised global positioning equation system
where four sensor positions and the signal arrival times 2 t n , x n , y n , z n are used in a single reconstruction n = 
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During bulk ice drilling events are found in the same re-37 gion but also at larger depth. Strong sound production 38 starts about three days after drilling is finished, due to 39 the refreezing process. (see Fig. 3 ). The mechanism of sound production in 99 and around the Rod-well caverns is still under debate in 100 particular for the older wells. can see by comparison of Fig.4 with Fig.1 and Fig.2 .
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As expected we observe a large influence by the depth 
